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Abstract:

Specialized relationships with bacteria often allow animals to exploit a new diet by providing a novel set of metabolic capabilities. Bees are a monophyletic group of Hymenoptera that transitioned to a completely herbivorous diet from the carnivorous diet of their wasp ancestors. Recent culture-independent studies suggest that a set of distinctive bacterial species inhabits the gut of the honey bee, Apis mellifera. Here we survey the gut microbiota of diverse bee and wasp species to test whether acquisition of these bacteria was associated with the transition to herbivory in bees generally. We found that most bee species lack phylotypes that are the same or similar to those typical of A. mellifera, rejecting the hypothesis that this dietary transition was symbiont-dependent. The most common bacteria in solitary bee species are a widespread phylotype of Burkholderia and the pervasive insect associate, Wolbachia. In contrast, several social representatives of corbiculate bees do possess distinctive bacterial phylotypes. Samples of A. mellifera harboured the same microbiota as in previous surveys, and closely related bacterial phylotypes were identified in two Asian honey bees (Apis andreniformis and Apis dorsata) and several bumble bee (Bombus) species. Potentially, the sociality of Apis and Bombus species facilitates symbiont transmission and thus is key to the maintenance of a more consistent gut microbiota. Phylogenetic analyses provide a more refined taxonomic placement of the A. mellifera symbionts.
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Introduction

Recent non-culture-based 16S rRNA and metagenomic surveys have revealed that the guts of honey bees (Apis mellifera) from the United States, Australia, South Africa, Germany, Sweden, and Switzerland harbour representatives of the same eight bacterial phylotypes (Fig. 1) (Jeyaprakash et al. 2003; Mohr & Tebbe 2006; Babendreier et al. 2007; Cox-Foster et al. 2007; Olofsson & Vasquez 2008). This result is contrary to results of previous culture-based surveys, which showed a complex and inconsistent microbiota of over 6000 bacterial strains in A. mellifera guts (Gilliam 1997). The eight characteristic phylotypes constitute ~95% of bacterial 16S rRNA sequences cloned from A. mellifera abdomens, and represent five bacterial classes (Fig. S1, Supporting information) (Cox-Foster et al. 2007). The association between these bacteria and A. mellifera is highly conserved despite environmental, geographic, and subspecies differences of hosts (Jeyaprakash et al. 2003; Mohr & Tebbe 2006; Babendreier et al. 2007; Olofsson & Vasquez 2008). These observations suggest that A. mellifera has a coevolved symbiotic relationship with some or all of these bacteria, and that the associations are maintained across generations of the host.

Figure 1 is omitted from this formatted document.

Many insects (i.e. termites, leaf-cutter ants, aphids, etc.) have evolved non-pathogenic, persistent associations with microorganisms that provide benefits to both partners (Hongoh et al. 2008; Moran et al. 2008; Pinto-Tomas et al. 2009). Nutritional symbioses represent the majority of known insect-microbe mutualisms, and are found in multiple insect lineages that subsist on unusual or low-nutrient diets (e.g. sap, blood, detritus, wood) (Moran et al. 2008). For example, acquisition of a nutrient-provisioning bacterial symbiont in a sharpshooter (Hemiptera: Cicadellidae: Cicadellinae) ancestor coincided with the transition from a diet of phloem sap to the comparatively nutrient-poor diet of xylem sap (Moran 2007), illustrating the potential impact microbial symbiosis can have on the ecology of the host insect.

Bees arose from predatory apoid wasps in the early to mid-Cretaceous, transitioning from the ancestral carnivorous life-style to herbivory, depending upon plant pollen as their sole protein source (Danforth et al. 2006). Pollen cytoplasm is nutrient-rich but is protected by a carbohydrate exine that is refractory to most digestive systems; nevertheless, diverse insects and vertebrates are able to use pollen as food (Roulston & Cane 2000). One hypothesis for the origin of the distinct dietary habits and ecology observed in bees is that these were facilitated by the acquisition of a distinctive microbiota capable of supplementing the host with necessary nutrients, or assisting in the digestion of pollen. If so, bacteria closely related to the lineages found in A. mellifera might be ubiquitous across all bee species, which comprise a monophyletic clade within the superfamily Apoidea. Outside of A. mellifera, few bee species (and specimens)
have been screened, so the distribution of these bacterial types in bees has not been clear (Mohr & Tebbe 2006). In the current study, we further characterize the A. mellifera microbiota and determine the distribution of the same or related lineages in gut communities from members of all but one bee family, the wasp clade sister to all bees, and a distantly related wasp that has independently shifted to an exclusively pollen and nectar diet.

Methods

Specimen collection and DNA extraction

Bee and wasp specimens were collected into 95% ethanol and stored at −80 °C until DNA was extracted (Table S1, Supporting information). Specimens were collected randomly as they were foraging at flowers. The two A. mellifera samples were prepared from adults collected within a single healthy hive in January 2008 at the Carl Hayden Bee Research Center (Tucson, AZ). For the A. mellifera hive sample a total of eighty adult digestive tracts (crop, midgut, ileum, and rectum) were dissected in 10 mm MgSO4, homogenized with iris dissection scissors followed by a 1.5-mL tube mini-pestle, and passed through an 8-μm filter to remove most host cells.

Whole abdomens were removed and macerated with sterile dissection scissors for all specimens except larger bees (i.e. Xylocopa sp. and Bombus sp.). For large specimens, the abdominal exoskeleton was burdensome to fit into a 1.5-mL tube and prevented complete homogenization of the digestive tract so it was not used in the DNA extraction. For specimens stored in ethanol, DNA was extracted using the Gentra PureGene Kit (Qiagen Inc.) preceded by a 30-min lysozyme incubation (outlined in the DNeasy kit, Qiagen Inc.) to lyse Gram-positive bacterial cells. For specimens stored in lysis buffer (0.1 m Tris–HCl, 0.1 m EDTA, 0.01 m NaCl, 0.005% SDS, 500 μg/mL Proteinase K), DNA was extracted with a standard phenol/chloroform reaction, followed by ethanol precipitation. Resulting DNA was analysed for molecular weight and quantity on a 1.0% agarose gel (80 V, 2 h).

16S rRNA PCR and cloning

DNA samples for two A. mellifera samples, 11 other bee species, and three wasp species were sent to the Joint Genome Institute (JGI, Walnut Creek, CA). At JGI, partial 16S rRNA gene sequences were amplified from each specimen using universal bacterial primers 27F (5′-AGAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCAG-3′) and 1391R (5′-GACGGGCRGTGWGTRCA-3′) with reaction conditions listed in the JGI SOP 16S18S rRNA PCR Library Creation protocol as in Warnecke et al. (2007). PCR products were screened on a 1% agarose gel (100 V, 1 h) for the expected size along with a size ladder and positive (known bacterial DNA) and negative (no
template DNA) controls. Resulting PCR products were cloned using the TOPO TA Cloning Kit (Invitrogen), and 384 clones were chosen for sequencing (forward and reverse). Sequences were automatically edited and assembled in the JGI sequencing pipeline.

Corbiculate 16S rRNA PCR and cloning

The corbiculate bees lack scopa (a dense mass of long, branched setae for pollen collection) on their hind legs, instead their tibia is modified into a corbicula, which is also known as the ‘pollen basket’. Corbiculates form a clade within the bee family Apidae that contains several of the most economically important bee species (i.e. A. mellifera the honey bee) and the most complex eusocial societies among the bees. There are four tribes within the corbiculates; the solitary/communal orchid bees (Euglossini), the primitively eusocial bumble bees (Bombini), and the highly eusocial stingless (Meliponini) and honey bees (Apini) (Kawakita et al. 2008). We obtained additional sequences from the microbiota of several corbiculate bee species. A universal 16S rRNA PCR was performed at 20-μL reaction volume containing template DNA (~75 ng), 0.8 U Taq DNA Polymerase (New England BioLabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), 0.25 mm of each dNTP, 1x PCR buffer, 0.1 μm 27F-short primer (5’-GAGTTTGATCCTGGCTCA-3’) and 0.1 μm 1507R primer (5’-TACCTTGTTACGACTTCACCCCAG-3’). Cycling conditions were as follows: 94 °C for 4 min; 35 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s, 58 °C for 30 s, 72 °C for 90 s; and a final extension at 72 °C for 10 min. PCR products were cloned into E. coli JM109 competent cells using the pGEM-T Easy Vector System (Promega Corp.) per manufacturer’s instructions, and grown on LB agar containing 100 μg/mL ampicillin, and appended with X-gal and IPTG for blue/white screening. Colony PCR was performed on randomly selected transformed colonies with vector primers M13F (5′-CAGGAAACAGCTATGAC-3’) and M13R (5′-GTAAAACGACGGCCAG-3’) using the previously mentioned cycling conditions except with an annealing temperature of 55 °C. PCR products were screened for the expected size on a 1% agarose gel (95 V, 50 min), and cleaned with a 15-min incubation at 37 °C with 0.2 μL of Exo I and 0.2 μL CIP (New England BioLabs) followed by 15 min at 80 °C. For each specimen, 94 clones were sequenced at the Arizona Research Labs, Genetics Core (University of Arizona) using both forward and reverse M13 primers.

Chimeric sequence removal, classification, and heatmap construction

The 16S rRNA library from each specimen was aligned in the Green Genes online platform using the NAST alignment program (DeSantis et al. 2006), and potential chimeric sequences were identified with Bellerophon (Huber et al. 2004). Chimeric sequences were manually verified with the online RDP Chimera Detection program (Cole et al. 2003) and removed from the data set. The Ribosomal Database Project’s Pyrosequencing Pipeline Infernal aligner (Nawrocki et al. 2009) (Bacteria alignment model) was used to align the resulting non-chimeric
sequences generated in the current study, as well as those collected from previous publications exploring the A. mellifera microbiota.

Each clone library for the 16 JGI samples yielded between 182 and 360 near full-length 16S rRNA sequences, providing a total of 4799 sequences after the initial quality control. This data set was expanded with an additional 395 sequences from five species of corbiculate bees; these sequences were obtained at the DNA sequencing facility at the University of Arizona. In addition, we included 628 published 16S rRNA sequences, mostly shorter in length and mostly sampled from A. mellifera.

Resulting alignments were clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) with RDP’s Complete Linkage Clustering method (Cole et al. 2009), using a 0.97 sequence similarity cutoff for designating phylotypes. OTUs were classified with the RDP classifier, and resulting sequences with less than 70% bootstrap support at their Class assignment were removed as well as any chloroplast sequences. OTUs were compared to GenBank with BLASTn to identify their top hit. The OTU frequency within bee and wasp specimens was visualized in a heatmap, created with the ‘heatmap.2’ program within the gplots package for R.

Diagnostic PCR screening
DNA was extracted from bee and wasp samples (Table S1, Supporting information) using the methods described above. The following PCR primers (with annealing temperatures and extension times) were used to selectively amplify seven of the bacterial types: Alpha-1 (5′-CAAGTCGAACGCATYTTCG-3′) and 1507R (5′-TACCTTGTTACGACTTCACCC-3′), 58 °C, 1.5 min; Alpha-2.1-120F (5′-GTAGGGATCTGTCCATAAGAG-3′) and Alpha-2.1-806R (5′-GCTCCGACACTAAACAACATTG-3′), 54 °C, 0.5 min; Alpha-2.2-180F (5′-GCCTGAGGGCCAAAGGAG-3′) and Alpha-2.2-702R (5′-GCCTGATTTCCGAGCCAG-3′), 61 °C, 0.5 min; Beta (5′-CTTAGAGATAGGAGAGTG-3′) and 1507R, 50 °C, 0.5 min; Firm-4 (5′-AGTCGAGCGGGAAGGCT-3′) and 1507R, 58 °C, 1.5 min; Firm-5qtF (5′-GGAATCTTGAGGGAA-3′) and Firm-5qtR (5′-CTTATTTGGTATTAGCACC-3′), 52 °C, 0.5 min; Gamma1 (5′-GTATCTAATAGGTGATCATT-3′) and 1507R, 54 °C, 1.5 min. The lack of sufficiently specific primer sites for both the Gamma-2 and Bifido phylotypes precluded us from screening for these phylotypes in diagnostic PCR screens. PCRs were performed in 20 μL reactions with cycling conditions as above with positive (DNA from an A. mellifera gut) and negative (distilled water) control reactions. PCR products were screened for the expected size on a 1% agarose gel (95 V, 50 min).
Phylogenetic analysis of the A. mellifera phylotypes

Sequences were aligned in the RDP Pyrosequencing Pipeline Infernal aligner (Nawrocki et al. 2009) and manually refined using Mesquite (Maddison & Maddison 2009). Phylogenetic trees (GTR +I + γ model and 100 bootstrap replicates) were computed using a maximum likelihood framework in RAxML (Stamatakis 2006) with the CIPRES Portal (Miller et al. 2009).

Nucleotide accession numbers

The 16S rRNA gene sequences determined in this study are in GenBank under the numbers HM108361 through HM113359, and the Cox-Foster et al. (2007) sequences are HM107875 through HM108360.

Results

Bacterial microbiota profiles of diverse bee and wasp species

After culling chimeric, chloroplast, and unassigned sequences, we retained a final data set of 5604 16S rRNA sequences, representing 4999 near-full length sequences acquired in this study, plus 605 published sequences, mostly from A. mellifera and mostly shorter in length. The 4999 sequences were collected from a total of 20 bee species representing the phylogenetic diversity of bees, with more intensive sampling of the corbiculates, the clade containing A. mellifera. In addition, three wasp species were included as outgroups; one of these (Paragia vespiformis, Masaridae) represents an independent origin of pollen-feeding, allowing us to further examine whether particular bacterial types are associated with this feeding habit. A total of 146 OTUs with a 3% distance cutoff were obtained after clustering. Of those, 62 OTUs (42%) were singletons, and 91 OTUs (62%) were found in only one specimen.

Major constituents of the communities

Almost half of the sequences (2416/5604) fell within a single OTU with >99% identity to database sequences of Burkholderia cepacia. The B. cepacia OTU was recovered from all specimens surveyed in this study except for the A. mellifera hive sample (20/21). Wolbachia was also abundant in the apoid wasp, Philanthus gibbosus (Crabronidae), and in several bees: Rediviva saetigera (Melittidae), Agapostemon virescens (Halictidae), and Colletes inaequalis (Colletidae).
Apis mellifera

Almost all (>98%, 267/271 & 263/267 sequences) bacterial 16S rRNAs detected in both A. mellifera samples corresponded to one of the eight major groups of the previously described A. mellifera microbiota (Cox-Foster et al. 2007). The Alpha-2.2 and the Gamma-2 phylotypes were not detected in this screen. Sequences with top BLASTn hits in GenBank to the Beta, Bifido, Firm-4, Firm-5, and the Gamma-1 phylotypes were the most abundant. Both A. mellifera communities were dominated by the Firm-5 phylotype, in contrast to previous surveys of the A. mellifera microbiota, which were dominated by the Gamma-1 (Cox-Foster et al. 2007). This difference may reflect our use of lysozyme in DNA extractions, resulting in more efficient extraction of Gram-positive bacteria, or it may reflect differences in developmental stages sampled. We note that even though sampling methods were very different for the two A. mellifera samples, the profiles of symbiont abundances were similar.

The genera Apis and Bombus (corbiculate clade)

Some of the typical A. mellifera OTUs were recovered from other Apis and from Bombus species (both in the corbiculate clade), though none had the profile characteristic of A. mellifera itself. The A. dorsata microbiota included three major OTUs, a sequence with a top BLASTn hit in GenBank to the A. mellifera Alpha-1 phylotype, plus two phylotypes of Burkholderia. The majority of sequences from A. andreniformis (63%, 49/78 sequences) corresponded to a single OTU nearly identical (>96% sequence identity) to the A. mellifera Alpha-1 phylotype. The Bombus sonorus microbiota was dominated (96%, 75/78 sequences) by a single OTU closely related to the A. mellifera Beta phylotype (94% sequence identity). Bombus sp. from Montana and Bombus impatiens from California were both dominated (87%, 70/80 sequences and 76%, 54/71 sequences) by the B. cepacia OTU.

Survey of the A. mellifera gut microbiota in phylogenetically diverse bee species

In order to further examine the host range of phylotypes corresponding to typical A. mellifera associates, we used diagnostic PCR on a panel of bee species to survey the presence or absence of seven of the common associates. Positive amplifications for any of these sequences were obtained only within the genera Apis and Bombus (Fig. S2, Supporting information). A. mellifera specimens had the highest percent of positive reactions of any species (82%, 46/56 reactions). Most negative results for A. mellifera were from the Alpha-2.2, which was identified in only two of eight specimens. A. dorsata specimens were universally infected with all symbionts except the Alpha-2.1, Firm-4, and Firm-5, while the A. andreniformis specimens were
universally infected with Alpha-1 and had high infection rates of the Beta (5/6), Firm-4 (5/6), and Gamma-1 (4/6). Ten of the twelve Bombus specimens were positive for at least one of these bacterial phylotypes, but the set of typical A. mellifera bacteria was less ubiquitous in Bombus than in Apis specimens. Specifically, among Bombus samples screened, only the Gamma-1 (8/12), Beta (4/12), and Firm-5 (4/12) were detected. Because these diagnostic screens depended upon specific primers to amplify sequences closely related to the A. mellifera associates, mismatches due to sequence divergence within those primer regions could yield negative results. Nevertheless, results of the PCR surveys are consistent with the near-universal absence of related sequences from non-corbiculate bee species in the 16S rRNA libraries, and both provide evidence that members of the characteristic A. mellifera microbiota are absent from most bee species.

Phylogenetic relationships of the A. mellifera gut microbiota

We analysed the phylogenetic relationships of each of the A. mellifera bacterial types (Fig. S3, Supporting information). Six of the eight phylotypes correspond to single distinct clades, exclusively sampled from A. mellifera or close relatives; the Alpha-2 and Bifido types each correspond to two closely related lineages.

Alpha-1 The Alpha-1 sequences form a highly supported clade related to the genus Bartonella within the Rhizobiales. This clade also includes sequences from several herbivorous ant species (Russell et al. 2009).

Alpha-2 Two distinct clades were identified in the Alpha-2 phylogeny. Clade 1 clustered outside the Acetobacteraceae and included two published sequences associated with Drosophila, as well as sequences from the Xylocopa specimen. Clade 2 grouped within the genus Gluconobacter and contained only sequences from European A. mellifera. This clade contained sequences from each of the A. dorsata, Xylocopa, Caupolicana, and Calliopsis specimens as well as Saccharibacter floricola, a bacterium isolated from pollen.

Beta A well-supported clade corresponding to the Beta symbiont fell within Neisseriaceae and grouped with the genera Simonsiella and Alysiella.

Bifido The Bifido bacterial sequences from A. mellifera fell into two sister clusters within the clade representing the genus Bifidobacterium. Distributed among the A. mellifera sequences
were several sequences from cultured isolates, originally obtained from A. mellifera guts. The cultured B. asteroides sequences form a clade with one set of A. mellifera sequences, while B. coryneforme and B. indicum cluster with the sister clade.

Firm-4 and Firm-5  Firm-4 and Firm-5 both fell within the genus Lactobacillus with high support. Firm-4 forms a clade sister to the acidophilus clade, whereas the Firm-5 fell within the acidophilus clade. The Firm-5 cluster contains several sequences (GenBank accession numbers AY667698, AY667699, and AY667701) that are described as cultured from the guts of Italian A. mellifera.

Gamma-1 and Gamma-2  The Gamma-1 and Gamma-2 taxa together form a highly supported clade branching between the Enterobacteriaceae and Pasteurellaceae. Within this separate clade are bacterial sequences cloned from an aphid, a fly, a ground beetle, and a wild boar.

Discussion

Our results confirm that A. mellifera is consistently colonized by a distinctive set of bacterial species. Both A. mellifera samples in the 16S rRNA survey were dominated by these bacteria (Fig. 2), as in previous surveys based on different methodologies and on samples from different localities. Furthermore, our surveys using diagnostic PCR primers revealed consistent presence of these bacteria in a panel of A. mellifera specimens (Fig. S2, Supporting information) and of many of these bacterial types in other corbiculate bees sampled, including members of the genera Apis and Bombus. In contrast, most other bee and wasp species completely lacked these phylotypes; a few bee species harboured one or two phylotypes associated with A. mellifera, but these phylotypes represented less than 10% of their microbiota profile (Fig. 2, Fig. S2, Supporting information). Thus, we can dismiss the hypothesis that the A. mellifera microbiota represents an ancestral set of bacterial associates that aided in the transition from predaceous wasp to pollenivorous (herbivorous) bee. Within the corbiculate clade, however, the phylogenetically restricted host range of these bacteria suggests an interdependent, coevolved association, as observed in other associations between insects and mutualistic microbes (Hosokawa et al. 2006; Warnecke et al. 2007; Moran et al. 2008; Ohkuma et al. 2009).

Figure 2 is omitted from this formatted document.

The other Apis species and the Bombus species screened in this study frequently contained only a subset of the phylotypes common in the A. mellifera microbiota (Fig. S2, Supporting information). These associations were detected even though specimens were collected from distant geographic locations, suggesting that the bacterial microbiota is transferred between
generations and not acquired from the environment. While the majority of bee species are solitary, those within the genus Apis are highly eusocial and those within the genus Bombus are primitively eusocial, living in colonies from tens of workers up to several thousand individuals (Wilson 1971). A potential mechanism for younger generations to acquire the characteristic microbiota could be the oral transfer of food between nestmates (trophallaxis), found in eusocial Apinae (Michener 1974). Apis species have more frequent trophallaxis in comparison to Bombus (Wilson 1971). Another variable that may affect maintenance of the microbiota is colony establishment. Apis colonies split approximately in half to form two new colonies by colony fission (Michener 1974). In contrast, most Bombus colonies are established by individual females; these colonies grow and completely disband on an annual cycle (Michener 1974). This life cycle may impose a greater chance of microbiota loss possibly resulting in higher variation of infection frequency among Bombus colonies than among Apis colonies (Fig. S2, Supporting information). Overall, eusocial behaviour may be one of the most important variables affecting the inheritance and maintenance of the corbiculate-specific microbiota.

While Apis and Bombus species may maintain a consistent microbiota, the other specimens in our study have strikingly different profiles of bacterial taxa in their guts (Fig. 2) with no evident connection to phylogenetic position, collection location, or natural history. Most bee species are solitary and burrow into soil or plant materials to make nests, which are provisioned with pollen and nectar to provide the necessary nutrition for the offspring to mature (Michener 2007). Bees, thus, come into contact with many plant- and soil-associated microorganisms. In our 16S rRNA survey, a single phylotype of Burkholderia cepacia was present in nearly all bee specimens (20/21) and was prominent (>10% of sequences) in most samples (16/21) surveyed in depth. B. cepacia is commonly found in the soil rhizosphere and on plant surfaces (Compant et al. 2008); hence, this bacterium may be acquired from the environment. The other major group identified in bee and wasp specimens was Wolbachia, a common intracellular bacterium of insects, estimated to infect between 20% and 66% of all species (Werren & Windsor 2000; Duron et al. 2008; Hilgenboecker et al. 2008) and present in five of the bee and wasp species we surveyed.

Apis mellifera microbiota phylogenies

Each member of the A. mellifera characteristic gut microbiota forms one or two distinct clades, and sequence identities are high (>96%) within each such clade. Thus, these lineages correspond to coherent bacterial species with wide geographic distribution (Fig. 1, Fig. S3, Supporting information). Some of these clades (such as the Bifido) may consist of two or three distinct sister species. Phylogenetic classification may aid in future cultivation attempts, as the genera identified as close relatives have defined morphologies, biochemical profiles, and habitats. The Alpha-1 phylotype forms a sister clade to the genus Bartonella, a group of intracellular
pathogens that can infect many insects (Minnick & Battisti 2009), raising the possibility that these bacteria are at least partially intracellular within A. mellifera. Closely related to the A. mellifera Alpha-1 were sequences associated with the evolution of herbivory in phylogenetically diverse ant lineages (Russell et al. 2009). The Alpha-2 phylotype sequences are divided into two distinct clades within Acetobacteraceae. The first clade groups with several sequences found in the Xylocopa specimen and with two sequences previously found in a survey of Drosophila-associated bacteria (Roh et al. 2008), forming a distinct clade separate from other named genera. The second clade clusters within the genus Gluconobacter and contains only sequences originating from European A. mellifera (Babendreier et al. 2007), suggesting a geographically heterogeneous distribution of these Alphaproteobacteria. Saccharibacter floricola, a bacterium isolated from pollen, was nested within this second clade in addition to sequences from the A. dorsata, Xylocopa, Caupolicana, and Calliopsis specimens, suggesting that this phylotype is associated with flowers (Jojima et al. 2004). The Beta symbiont forms a distinct clade close to the Simonsiella/Alysiella cluster within Neisseriaceae. Simonsiella/Alysiella species have been isolated from the oral cavities of several mammals in which they are thought to be non-pathogenic commensals (Kuhn et al. 1978; Hedlund & Kuhn 2006). The Bifido phylotype forms two sister clades within the genus Bifidobacterium and includes three Bifidobacterium species previously cultured from the A. mellifera gut (Scardovi & Troatelli 1969). Thus, the Bifido phylotype may correspond to two or three known species that can be cultured in the lab. The Firm-4 and Firm-5 phylotypes comprise two clades within and sister to the acidophilus group of the genus Lactobacillus. Several unpublished database sequences corresponding to the Firm-5 clade are described as being cultured from the A. mellifera gut (NCBI accession nos AY667698, AY667699, and AY667701). The Gamma-1 and Gamma-2 phylotypes are sister groups forming a clade that is sister to the family Pasteurellaceae and separate from Enterobacteriaceae. This new clade encompasses several database sequences associated with animals (Drosophila, DQ980728; aphid, EU348326; beetle, EF608532; and wild boar, FJ612598). Potentially, members of this clade are widespread associates within insect guts (boars may consume insects).

Co-evolution of gut bacteria and corbiculate bees

Sequences amplified from microbiota of Apis and Bombus formed clades together (Fig. S3, Supporting information), raising the possibility of a co-evolutionary association between these bee genera and a specific assemblage of bacteria. Screening several representative species from other members of this clade (the solitary/communal Euglossini and the highly eusocial Meliponini) would provide further insights into the effects of social behaviour upon this bacterial community.
Two Firm-5 sequences were amplified from the Colletes inaequalis specimen (Fig. 2, Fig. S3, Supporting information), implying that this bacterial type is found in more disparate hosts. However, these sequences were minor constituents in the C. inaequalis sample, raising the possibility that these bacteria were transients acquired at flowers, a shared habitat of diverse bee species.

Possible functions: mutualist vs. pathogen

The consistency of the association between A. mellifera and its characteristic microbiota suggests mutualistic relationships, at least with some members, though pathogenic effects have not been excluded.

Relatives of several members of the A. mellifera microbiota (Acetobacteraceae, Bifidobacterium, Lactobacillus, and Simonsiella) produce short chain fatty acids such as lactic or acetic acid as waste products during the metabolism of carbohydrates (Biavati & Mattarelli 2006; Hammes & Hertel 2006; Hedlund & Kuhn 2006; Kersters et al. 2006). Assimilation of these compounds could supplement bee nutrition, just as short chain fatty acids produced by rumen microbes supply nearly all the energy requirements of ruminant mammals (Dehority 1997). Short chain fatty acids can be absorbed through the rectal wall in insects (Bradley 2008), and we have observed that the majority of the pollen and bacterial biomass within an adult A. mellifera is contained inside the rectum. Overwintering Apis may obtain additional nutrition from these rectal bacteria, as consumed food is stored for longer periods of time within the rectum during winter months (Spivak & Gilliam 1998; Lindstrom et al. 2008).

Osmotic pressure change within the gut has been suggested as a main digestive mechanism capable of breaking pollen cells and releasing their contents (Roulston & Cane 2000). Unlike many animals, A. mellifera mix pollen with a nectar/glandular solution before feeding (Michener 1974), which might facilitate digestion by introducing enzymes and/or microorganisms that can degrade resistant carbohydrates. Further, A. mellifera pollen is stored for long periods of time, which changes its texture and nutritive qualities (Human & Nicolson 2006).

A. mellifera colonies offer a favourable environment for viral, bacterial, fungal, and protist pathogens because of the high density of individuals and the exchange of food among nestmates. Due to the risk of infection spreading through an entire hive, the A. mellifera immune system is expected to be highly developed. In contrast with this expectation, a comparison of the A. mellifera genome to Anopheles gambiae and Drosophila melanogaster revealed a substantial
decrease in recognizable immune pathway genes (71 in A. mellifera, 209 in A. gambiae, 196 in D. melanogaster) (Evans et al. 2006). This decrease in gene number was not observed in other A. mellifera gene families, suggesting that A. mellifera has a reduced immune flexibility (Evans et al. 2006; Weinstock et al. 2006). However, social behaviours (i.e., grooming and removal of diseased brood) provide a major defensive barrier against pathogens (Spivak & Reuter 2001; Evans & Spivak 2010). Additionally, the A. mellifera gut microbiota could provide further protection against invading pathogens by producing inhibitory compounds or by monopolizing nutrients within the gut (Corr et al. 2007; Round & Mazmanian 2009).

Conclusions

In this survey of bees from a broad sample of families and subfamilies, members of the characteristic bacterial microbiota of A. mellifera were found to be absent from most species outside of the corbiculate clade, represented in our study by Apis and Bombus. An earlier survey of short 16S rRNA segments from A. mellifera, Bombus terrestris, and Osmia bicornis raised the possibility of a broader distribution in bees (Mohr & Tebbe 2006). However, our more extensive survey suggests that most of the bacterial species identified from A. mellifera have a narrow association with Apis and Bombus. Co-evolution between the corbiculate bees and a characteristic microbiota may explain this association, but further screening of the other corbiculate tribes is needed to accept or reject this hypothesis.

This survey offers a closer view of the bacteria associated with bees; however, more sampling within and between bee species could provide a more complete understanding of the relationship between bees and their bacterial microbiota. We note that a similar set of bacterial phylotypes has been recovered from all non-culture-based studies of the A. mellifera microbiota, despite extremely different methods of sampling, amplification and sequencing (Babendreier et al. 2007; Cox-Foster et al. 2007; Jeyaprakash et al. 2003; Mohr & Tebbe 2006; Olofsson & Vasquez 2008; this study). Thus, although our sampling of other bee species is limited, and could be influenced by preservation method or PCR primers, our failure to retrieve the same or related phylotypes from most species sampled is striking.

Our results support the existence of a relatively simple microbiota in A. mellifera, an eminent model organism (Weinstock et al. 2006) and an ecologically influential and economically important insect (Morse & Calderone 2000). Learning more about this little known, but potentially essential, microbiota may have wide-reaching implications for our understanding of the basic biology of honey bees and for current practices in apiculture and agriculture.
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